In a previous paper 11 showed that every simple algebra A can be expressed as the direct product of a division algebra D and a simple matric algebra M= (e pq Assume in the first place that x = e x e 2 is not nilpotent; there then exists a rational polynomial
In a previous paper 11 showed that every simple algebra A can be expressed as the direct product of a division algebra D and a simple matric algebra M= (e pq which is an idempotent element of the algebra X generated by x. Now e ± x = x\ therefore, since every element of X has the form xf(x), f(x) a polynomial in x, it follows that (yeif = yeiye x = y\ = yd = e x ye u so that ye± <^ e±Aei ; also ye x 4 1 0 since ye t y = y 2 = y ^ 0 ; hence ye x , being idempotent, equals e±. In the same way * Presented to the Society, May 3, 1924. Jan.-Feb., it follows that e 2 y = e 2 and ye 2 = y. Also, if we set */io = y -e ly 2/ 02 = y -e 2 , then ei2/io = Jho? yio^i = 0, e 2 2/oa = 0, 2/0262 = 2/02, and, since e L + ^2? one of y 10 , y 02 is not zero, say y 10 .
We shall now show that y is primitive in A. Since e t y = y, every element of 2/4?/ has the form * w = d lx e n + ^12^12 H , (dij < A ; e n = e u ey < M x \ If w is idempotent, this gives rf u = a, the modulus of A, so that, if w is primitive, y-w lacks the term in e n and, being therefore nilpotent, must equal 0 since (y -w) 2 = y-w. Hence y is primitive and we may sett A = DxM where M is a simple matric algebra which contains y and D is a division algebra simply isomorphic with y Ay. Suppose in the second place that e L e 2 is nilpotent; then (e^eiY = (6162)^1 is a l so nilpotent and, as ^ J.^ is a division algebra, it follows that e&ei = 0; hence (e 2 e 3 ) 2 = 0 and so, by a repetition of the same argument, e 2 e t e 2 = 0. If now we set y = e t -e±e 2 -e 2 e x , then e\y = e 1 -e 1 e 2 + e x , ye L = ^ -^ei, e^ = e 1? e 2 y == 0 = ye 8 , ye x y = y, y 2 = y.
As before we must show that y is primitive. and similarly z\ = z v z 2 z ± = 0. Also z x \ 0 unless y 2 = 0 since 2/^i2/i = 2/i6i2/i6i2/i = 2/i6i2/i = Vu and similarly ^2 + 0 unless 2/2 = 0, But 2 X and # 2 , if not zero, are supplementary idempotent elements in eiAe± whereas e ± is primitive; hence one of them is zero, that is, y is primitive.
We may now, as before, set A = DxM where D^yAy is a division algebra and M is a simple matric algebra containing y. Remembering that e x ye x = 61, we then have and, since ^ = e ± ye u it follows that D^A and therefore MoâM ± . Finally, since e 2 y = 0 = 2/^2? 6 2 and 2/ are supplementary and hence D 2~e2 Ae2^àyAy^âD^èD 1 , from which, as before, M^M^.
The proof of the theorem is therefore complete.
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